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Story

Lola and Flo's latest adventure

Secret agent? Is Lola when she´s asleep at night and then saves the whole world. At least. Unfortunately, it

doesn't work quite so well during the day. A stupid critic is copmplaining about Papai's Brazilian restaurant!

And all because he thinks Flo's hamster, which happened to be doing a tour of the restaurant, is a rat! Of

course, Lola and Flo are hot on the guy's heels. Their mission: the article must not be printed under any

circumstances. But at the most exciting moment, the son of their arch-enemy turns up and really throws Lola

off her stride with his starlight smile ...

The popular children's book series, revised in content and with new illustrations by Alexandra

Rügler

The third volume of the Lola series by bestselling author Isabel Abedi in a new look. Children aged 9 and

over can accompany Lola on her daily adventures and are encouraged by the self-confident, authentic

protagonist to realise their dreams! A highly topical series that is as diverse as the world. With stories

about friendship and solidarity, identity and diversity - with fantastic illustrations by Alexandra Rügler.
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Isabel Abedi was born in 1967. After finishing school she spent a year in the US, working as an au pair girl

and as an intern for a film production in Los Angeles. After her return to Germany, Isabel Abedi trained as

an advertising copywriter. In the evenings she started writing stories for children and dreamed of being able

to live off her own writing one day. This dream has come true now: today Isabel Abedi is a passionate writer

of children's literature, writing for various publishing houses. With her series about the lovable Lola she has

written herself into the hearts of critics and readers alike.

Her books have been translated into several languages and have been decorated with awards. Isabel Abedi

lives in Hamburg, Germany.
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